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Here at MStM, we have three main priorities in our
Return to Learn Plan: keeping students and staff
as safe as possible; providing high quality levels of
instruction; and maintaining an on-site model. We
plan to return to in-person learning on August
24th.

Protecting Staff & Students

A remote learning plan is also available for
families who feel that this is the best option for
their child(ren). We believe our best chance to
achieve these goals is through following the safety
recommendations of public health entities.
Instituting a face covering requirement serves to
balance these safety recommendations with the
educational needs of particular groups of students
as well as particular individual limitations.
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BACK TO SCHOOL PLAN

PROTECTING
STAFF & STUDENTS
Keeping Everyone Safe at MStM
Face coverings are required to be worn in school
buildings
by all staff and students in grades K-12
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when recommended physical distancing is difficult
to achieve. This includes, but is not limited to,
entering and exiting the building, riding on buses,
and transitioning to classes. Preschool students will
wear face coverings or face shields if they are able to
do so.
Accommodations will be made for students with
legitimate medical, religious, and/or disabilityrelated needs.
Students are encouraged to bring their own face
coverings, but the District will provide washable,
cloth masks as needed. Face shields will be provided
for students in preschool, as well.
The following groups recommend students to wear
face coverings during school:
Centers for Disease Control
American Academy of Pediatrics
U.S. Department of Education
National Association of School Nurses
Warren County Health Services

2020-2021

Classrooms are rearranged to promote physical
distancing, which will be practiced as much as
possible. Physical barriers may be used in office
areas, as well as in other classrooms. Some
classes may be hosted in a larger area and
outdoor activities will be encouraged.
Additionally, parents are encouraged to
transport their children if possible; however, if
school transportation is necessary, face
coverings will be required on buses for students
and drivers. Assigned seating will also occur
with members of the same household seated
together. Students will not be permitted to invite
guests to ride along with them.
Students will receive direct instruction
regarding wearing face coverings, as well as
proper hand washing and hygiene. Hand
sanitizer stations will be positioned and
accessible in common areas and in all
classrooms.
The custodial staff will ensure that all hightouch and high-traffic areas will be properly
disinfected throughout the day and extensive
cleaning and sanitizing will occur each night.
While drinking fountains will be closed,
students are encouraged to bring reusable water
bottles that may be refilled at designated
filtered water locations.
Outside visitor access to the building will be
restricted. Parents will call the school upon
arrival when a student needs to be released.

The District nurse has established separate areas for
both routine health services and those who are ill.
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Finally, if a student has been in close contact
with someone who has tested positive with
COVID-19, s/he should stay home. Close contact
is defined as being within 6 feet or more for
more than 15 minutes.

THE NURSE'S CORNER
When to Stay Home or Return to School
In general, it is advised that students should stay
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home from school when they are sick.
Parents/guardians are asked to check their
child(ren)'s temperatures daily at home each day
before school.
Students should stay home when they:
develop a new cough
experience shortness of breath
have difficulty breathing
notice a new loss of taste or smell
Students who experience two or more low risk
symptoms or those that are not within their "norm"
from the following list should also stay home:
headache
muscle/body aches
fatigue
sore throat
runny nose
fever/ chills (temp must be less than 100)
sinus pain
congestion
nausea
vomiting
diarrhea

The next step should be to notify the school
nurse to report symptoms and/or exposure.
Alene Kirvin may be reached by phone at 641764-2466 or email at alene_kirvin@mstm.us.
Once the school has been notified, the nurse will
contact you to discuss and determine an
appropriate return to school date.
When a student has had close contact with a
person with COVID-19, s/he must not return to
school buildings until the following quarantine
criteria have been met:
Stay home until 14 days after the last
exposure.
Check temperature twice daily
Monitor symptoms and contact healthcare
provider for guidance.
If tested, regardless of the result, exposure
has occurred and a quarantine is necessary.
(A negative result does not negate a
quarantine, nor does wearing a face
covering.)
A student who has tested positive, waiting for
test results, or is symptomatic of COVID-19 must
not return to school until the following isolation
criteria have been met:
At least 10 days have passed since initial
symptoms appeared.
Fever-free for 24 hours (without feverrelievers after the 10 day isolation).
Other symptoms have improved.
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Classes will be held outdoors and indoors
as appropriate and as weather permits.
Teachers will provide breaks from the
masks by conducting distanced lessons
and/or outside when possible. Outside
walks will also be encouraged for breaks.
Accommodations will be made for
individual students who need mask
breaks.
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ELEMENTARY PLAN
PK-6th Grade
Meals will be available to students using the "Grab
and Go" system and will be consumed in
classrooms, outside spaces, and/or in the cafeteria
with appropriate physical distancing.
Start time is 8:20 A.M. with dismissal beginning at
3:05 P.M. on a staggered schedule. Parents are
asked to stay in their vehicles during drop off and
pick up.

In order to maintain the safest setting
possible, specials teachers (Media, Art,
P.E., Music, and Guidance) will visit
individual classrooms to offer instruction
or hold classes outdoors.
Instruction will focus on bridging the gaps
created by missed learning from the
spring in conjunction with current grade
level standards.
Students will primarily remain with their
classmate cohorts throughout the day, and
during recess, they will have the
opportunity to play in designated areas.

In an effort to limit traffic flow, students will be
designated an entry and exit door by grade level
and schedules will be designed to limit further
traffic in hallways.
Parents are asked to designate a pick-up person
ahead of time should their child(ren) become ill at
school. In regards to the safety of others, it is
requested that sick students be picked up within 60
minutes of notification.
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Band and choir will follow guidance
provided by the Iowa High School Music
Association. They will be split into
smaller groups when held indoors and
will be at full capacity when held
outside.

JUNIOR/SENIOR
HIGH PLAN
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7th - 12th Grade
Students will be eating lunch in their third block
classrooms with the exception of P.E. classes, which
will be socially-distanced in the cafeteria. Meals will
be distributed to students in a Grab and Go format.
Passing periods between classes will be staggered as
much as possible to avoid a large volume of students
in the hallway at one time.
Students who drive themselves are encouraged to
arrive at school between
8:30 - 8:35 A.M. to avoid large gatherings.

The District will follow the guidelines
and recommendations from the Iowa
High School Athletic Association, the
Iowa Girls High School Athletic Union,
and public health entities for all
interscholastic activities.
Clubs meeting before and after school
may be limited or restricted.
Teachers will provide breaks from the
masks by conducting distanced lessons
and/or outside when possible. Outside
walks will also be encouraged for breaks.
Accommodations will be made for
individual students who need mask
breaks.

Students will have access to their lockers, but are
encouraged to carry belongings in backpacks.
Classes will be held both indoors and outdoors as
appropriate and as weather permits.
Gaps in learning will be addressed in the current
year's course content.
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REMOTE LEARNER'S PLAN
District-Wide Implementation at a Glance
Families may the choose Remote Learner's Plan if they feel that is the best option for their student.
While the remote option will not replicate in-person learning, we will provide teacher-led direct
instruction along with independent activities to support skill and concept development. The tables
below provide an overview of approximate times and design of the remote learning option. Learning
time at home is different than at school. Instructional times and independent work times are based on
developmentally appropriate practices by grade bands. These are only guidelines. Please note that
teachers will be providing in-person instruction to the majority of their students each day, and the
remote learning is designed in a way that they can also provide instruction to students who are
P H Oat
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learning

Staff Expectations
Use the Google Classroom to communicate learning/resources with students/parents and post
recorded lessons.
Implement 504s, IEPs, and PEPs.
Administer assessments/screeners as needed.
Post daily updates/learning experiences via the Google Classroom and/or email.
Provide specific learning activities.
Keep record of attendance/participation and communicate this to building principals.
Communicate with parents of no-shows and refer to the counselor after two (2) contact attempts.
Document behaviors that occur during virtual instruction.
Follow grading expectations, provide feedback 2-3 times a week, and update grades in JMC every
Monday morning (secondary teachers only).
Elementary teachers will communicate regarding progress 2-3 times a week.
Provide hard copies or alternative delivery for students with specific needs.
Lessons may be recorded live or without a student audience at the discretion of the teacher.
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Students who are participating in remote learning are encouraged to join their class via live
stream using the above schedule. The roles and responsibilities above will guide teachers in their
instructional practices for remote learners. If a student is not able to join during the scheduled
time, a recording of the direct instruction will be posted on the Google Classroom for
asynchronous viewing and participation. Additional independent learning activities will be
communicated by the classroom teacher.
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FAQ SECTION

Where Questions Meet Answers
When will school begin and what's this about remote learning?
School will begin in-person on August 24th and parents may opt for remote
(online learning) for one quarter at a time.

Who will provide the school with guidance regarding COVID-19 outbreaks and exposure?
Warren County Health Services will advise on case activity, procedures related
to positive cases, and recommendations based on the situation. Notifications and
contact tracing will be conducted by the school and Warren County Health Services.

What resources were used by the District to develop these Return to Learn plans?
This plan was developed by the District Leadership Team and various committees
representing administration, teachers, counselors, the school nurse, maintenance, and
activities staff. Guidance from the CDC, Iowa Department of Health, Iowa Department
of Education, the governor, and the Warren County Health Services was
also utilized in the development of these plans.

Will staff and students be required to wear masks this school year?
Staff and students K-12 will be required to wear face coverings whenever physical distancing
is not possible. Accommodations will be made for those who qualify with legitimate
medical, religious, or disability-related needs.
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FAQ SECTION
(Continued)
Should parents provide face coverings?
Yes. The District requests that your child has a washable, cloth face mask as it complies
with school guidelines. If you are unable to do so, the District will have face coverings available
in the form of disposable masks, washable cloth face coverings, and face shields if necessary.

How will the District enforce the required face covering?
Face covering expectations will be treated similarly to dress code requirements.
Issues will be handled on a case-by-case basis. Given the success of this implementation
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during our Jump Start program this summer, and the support of this expectation from
parents and students alike, we are confident that our community will recognize and respect
the same need to provide the safest possible learning environment for all. Teachers will
approach potential situations as a learning opportunity and take into consideration the age
of the child, as well as their individual situation. Students will be instructed not only
on the proper usage of face coverings, but also the reasons as to why it is important to wear them.

Will temperatures be taken upon building entry for students and staff?
Parents/guardians are asked to check their child(ren)'s temperatures daily at home each
day before school. Sending a student to school is a statement by a parent/guardian
that the child is symptom-free.

What practices are in place for the health and safety of students and staff?
An abundance of caution is being observed to support mitigation, which includes increased
disinfection and hand-washing, the use of face coverings when physical distancing is
difficult to achieve, sanitizing hands frequently, maintaining cohort grouping when feasible,
arranging classroom seating to increase physical distance, reducing the number of students
in common areas as feasible, prohibiting the use of water fountains, restricting
visitors, reconfiguring class sizes, and encouraging outdoor activities when possible.

Will the District promote hand washing, as well as offer hand-sanitizing stations?
The District will educate students on appropriate methods for hand-washing and encourage
and promote healthy practices by allowing frequent hand-washing and sanitizing
opportunities throughout the day.
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FAQ SECTION
(Continued)
What safety precautions are being taken regarding meals?
Meals will be prepared and packaged in the kitchen and then delivered to elementary classrooms.
Secondary students will be dismissed by classroom to get their packaged meals from the cafeteria
and then eat in their classrooms.

What happens if a student or staff member tests positive for COVID-19?
Positive cases of COVID-19 are referred to and addressed by the Department of Public Health
and Warren County Health Services. According to the current guidelines, students
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or staff members who test positive will be asked to isolate for 14 days from the onset of
illness/positive test AND remain fever and symptom free
for three (3) days after the imposed self-isolation.

Is there a concern about having sufficient substitute teachers?
Yes. The District will seek to strengthen the substitute pool and the state has scaled back
restrictive substitute licensing guidelines. The new state requirements allow for increased
flexibility in the use of substitute teachers during the disaster emergency period by removing
day limits, lowering the age and degree requirement to obtain a substitute authorization,
and increasing the opportunities for holders of a career and technical authorization.

Will the District provide learning opportunities for students
who are unable to attend on-site?
Yes. While we believe that on-site instruction provides the best learning opportunities to
students, we do recognize that families may have concerns that may prohibit in-person
attendance. For these situations, MStM will offer remote learning opportunities.
While this structure will look different from every day classroom interactions,
it will offer students with quality instruction and activities that will be successfully
implemented through the support of parents/guardians - particularly at the elementary level.

What is happening with activities and athletics?
The District will follow the guidance from the Iowa Girls High School Athletic Union and the
Iowa High School Athletic Association, who are consulting with the Iowa Department of
Public Health in determining further guidance.
On a local level, we may limit and restrict club activities.
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FAQ SECTION
(Continued)
What changes may be expected with transportation?
Parents are encouraged to transport their children; however, if school
transportation is necessary, face coverings will be required on buses for students
and drivers. Assigned seating will also occur with members of the same household seated
together. Students will not be permitted to invite guests to ride along with them.

How will transitions from classes look?
Passing periods between classes will be staggered as much as possible to avoid
a large volume of students in the hallway at one time.
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Will anyone else besides students and staff be allowed in the school building?
Outside visitor access to the building will be restricted.
Parents will call the school upon arrival when a student needs to be released.

Will the elementary still provide the Specials classes? (Media, Art, P.E., Music, & Guidance)
Yes. In order to maintain the safest setting possible, specials teachers
(Media, Art, P.E., Music, and Guidance) will visit individual classrooms to offer
instruction or hold classes outdoors. Secondary music classes will be held in the music room,
which accommodates physical spacing. Music activities will be modified based upon guidance
from the Iowa High School Music Association.

Will my child be able to receive breathing treatments at school?
The nurse will not be conducting nebulizer treatments and all inhalers must have closed chambers.

My child's birthday is coming up soon. Can s/he bring in treats?
Unfortunately, outside celebratory food items are not allowed.
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